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Introduction 

The purpose of a Concise Explanatory Statement is to: 
 

• Meet the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) requirements for agencies to prepare 
a Concise Explanatory Statement (RCW 34.05.325). 

• Provide reasons for adopting the rule. 
• Describe any differences between the proposed rule and the adopted rule. 
• Provide Ecology’s response to public comments. 

 
This Concise Explanatory Statement provides information on The Washington State Department of 
Ecology’s (Ecology) rule adoption for: 
 
Title:  Agricultural Burning 

WAC Chapter(s): Chapter 173-430 WAC 

Adopted date:   November 10, 2010  

Effective date:  The effective date is 31 days after Ecology files the rule with the Code  
    Reviser (December 12, 2010). Ecology will begin charging the new fees on 
     January 1, 2011.  
 
To see more information related to this rule making or other Ecology rule makings please visit our 
web site: www.ecy.wa.gov/lawsandrules 
 
Reasons for Adopting the Rule  

♦ SSB 6556 (2010) and RCW 70.94.6528 provide authority for ongoing agricultural burning 
fee increases until the fee reaches the $3.75 cap per acre for field burning and $1.00 per ton 
for pile burning. According to statute, the Task Force determines fees within these caps. 

♦ As a result, this rule adopts the fees as determined by the Agricultural Burning Practices and 
Research Task Force (Task Force) based on the new fee structure established in RCW 
70.94.6528.  
♦ For pile burning, the rule changes fees to a per ton basis from a per acre fee. Field 

burning fees remain on a per acre basis. 
♦ For field burning, the rule increases the fee.  
♦ The rule adopts a process for adjusting the fees within the caps in the future.  
♦ The rule includes some minor changes for consistency.  

♦ SSB 6556 (2010) introduced a per-ton fee for pile burns to replace the per-acre fee. The 
volume of piled material burned exceeds the volume of crop residue from a field of the same 
size. Therefore, this fee structure provides a closer link to the amount of the fee and the 
quantity of material burned.  

♦ Rasmussen v. Ecology requires Ecology to remove language it found as outside of Ecology’s 
regulatory authority.  
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Differences Between the Proposed Rule and Adopted Rule 

RCW 34.05.325(6)(b)(ii) requires Ecology to describe the differences between the text of the 
proposed rule as published in the Washington State Register and the text of the rule as adopted, 
other than editing changes, stating the reasons for the differences.  
 
There are some differences between the proposed rule filed on August 4, 2010 and the adopted rule 
filed on November 17, 2010. Ecology made these changes for all or some of the following reasons:  
 

• In response to comments we received. 
• To ensure clarity and consistency. 
• To meet the intent of the authorizing statute.  

 
The following content describes the changes and Ecology’s reasons for making them: 
 
We made changes to WAC 173-430-020 (1) in the “General applicability and conditions” section 
to clarify references to the silvicultural and outdoor burning rules. We made the following 
changes: 
 

• Deleted the word “other” before outdoor burning to clarify that the rule refers to all 
outdoor burning rather than the more narrow definition of “other outdoor burning” 
in WAC 173-425-030 (15). 

• Added a reference to Chapter 332-24 WAC, Forest protection because it contains 
the requirements for Silvicultural Burning. 

• Formatted the sentence with bullet points to make it easier to read.  
 



Response to Comments 

Description of comments:  
The Concise Explanatory Statement responds to the identified comments in a question-and-answer 
format. 
 
Commenter Index 

The table below lists the names of organizations or individuals who submitted a comment on the 
rule proposal and where you can find Ecology’s response to the comment(s). In the third column: 
 

• The letter (A-K) groups the responses by category, 
• The number (1-33) shows the order in which the responses appear. 

 
Individuals and Organizations Providing Written Comments 

 
Document Number Name and Affiliation Comment Number(s) 

1 Kevin Futrell E10 
2 Jerry Darnall 

JJJ Farm 
B4 

3 Janet Jordan F11 
4 Jerald Kent E9 
5 Dena Ybarra B2 
6 Dennis Schwab B3, D8 
7 Mike Cook C6 
8 Den Ybarra B5 
9 Matt Holmquist  

Spokane Regional Clean Air 
Agency 

G12, G13, G14, G15, H16, H17, 
H18, H19, H20, I21, J22, J23, J24,

J25, K26, K27, K28, K29, K30, 
K31, K32, K33 

10 Jay Penner C7 
 
Ecology accepted comments between August 4, 2010 until September 9, 2010. This section 
provides verbatim comments that we received during the public comment period and our 
responses.  (RCW 34.05.325(6)(a)(iii)) 
 
A. Which agricultural burning permits will include the pile burning (per/ton) fee? 
 
 Comment # 1:  
 Do the changes in the pile burning include orchard removal? 
 
 Ecology Response: 
 Yes. Ecology will charge the pile burning (per/ton) fee for a permit to burn trees for orchard 
 removal beginning January 1, 2011.  
 
B. Determining tonnage of piles 
 
 Comment# 2: 
 How do we know how much our trees weigh when we remove them? 
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Ecology Response:  
 Ecology is developing guidance that will help you calculate the weight of your trees.  
 The guidance will include the following two methods: 
 

• A calculation based on the number of acres removed and the age of the trees. 
Ecology’s current data suggests a formula of about 0.7 tons per acre per year.  

• A determination based on the amount of tons from the volume of the pile size. The 
Washington State Department of Natural Resources currently uses this method for 
silvicultural burning.  

  
 Comment # 3: 
 Wouldn’t it be better to base the fee on the volume of the pile, which is much easier to 
 determine, i.e., length, width, and height? 
 
 Ecology Response:  
 SSB 6556 (2010) and RCW 70.94 require us to charge a per ton fee for pile burning. However, 
 one of the methods Ecology will use to determine the weight of a pile will use the volume 
 (length, width, and height) of the pile.  
 
 Comment # 4: 
 Just out of curiosity, exactly how is a small farmer supposed to calculate the tonnage of
 pruning’s and such for the new Agricultural Burnings fees…Do you have a sample formula? 
 Or are we now required to weigh  all piles before burning? Will state grants be available for 
 scales? 
 
 Ecology Response: 
 The rule includes an exemption for prunings. Tree prunings do not require a fee or permit.   
  
 Ecology is developing guidance that will help you calculate the weight of your piles.  
 
 The guidance will include the following two methods: 
 

• A calculation based on the number of acres removed and the age of the trees. 
Ecology’s current data suggests a formula of about 0.7 tons per acre per year.  

• A determination based on the amount of tons from the volume of the pile size. The 
Washington State Department of Natural Resources currently uses this method for 
silvicultural burning.  

 
 Comment # 5: 
 I do not agree with changing the charge to pile burning fee (per/ton).  If the formula that is 
 used increases by 0.7 tons per year I think the orchards will be overcharged.  The Washington 
 State Department of Natural Resources currently uses this method for silvicultural burning. I 
 think the biggest difference is that orchards are pruned every year to keep the orchard to a 
 manageable size of tree. Once the orchard tree feels it’s space it is maintained at that height for 
 the rest of the orchards life. 
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Ecology Response 
 Although a tree may not get taller every year, it still adds mass and girth. Ecology used data 
 from the Chipping Grant Program to determine the 0.7 tons per year we used in the formula. 
 However, we are open to additional data that may suggest we use a different number in the 
 formula.  
 
C. Support for increasing fees 
 
 Comment # 6: 
 I support increases to burning fees to cover the state’s regulatory costs and to discourage 
 burning.  
 
 Ecology Response: 
 Thank you for your support. The Agricultural Burning Practices and Research  Task Force 
 (Task Force) determines the fees for agricultural burning. The Task Force includes 
 representatives from the agricultural community. Additionally, the Task Force set-up a 
 subcommittee to make recommendations regarding the appropriate fee levels under the new 
 per ton pile burning structure. The subcommittee included additional non-Task Force members 
 from the orchardist community.   
 
 Comment # 7: 
 I do support this burn fee increase and here are my reasons why: 
 

1. You can only burn on designated burn days determined by the department of ecology.  
If there’s nobody there to make a burn call you won’t get to burn.  

 
2. Department of ecology has a premier smoke management program to protect public 

health and it allows farmers to burn. This program is constantly being updated with 
the latest technology, when it has been proven to be better than the current technology 
used.  
 

3. The environmental clean air community is satisfied with the current program, as it 
does protect public health. 
 

4. Growers are pretty much satisfied with the program, as they are able to get their fields 
burnt in a timely manner. 
 

5. This smoke management program costs money. Some of the money comes from 
permit fees. The rest comes out of the General Fund of the State of Washington. With 
the state being broke, this program is in jeopardy of losing personnel and possibly 
two days a week of making burn calls. This program operates 365 days a year. Losing 
weekend burn calls is not an option. Less people, means taking longer to make a burn 
call, which means less hours in a day to burn. Less people mean they may push the 
envelope to make a burn call and could mean more marginal burn calls which will 
impact public health. 
 

6. The current burn team has worked together for a long time and they know the system, 
which works very well. It would be a shame to have to break this team up due to 
budget restrictions.  
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7. Yes, the department of ecology has had wrecks once in a while, but so does 

everybody else. You look at the problem, fix it, move on and make things better. 
  
 These are some of the reasons why I support this burn fee increase. Thank you. 
 
 Ecology Response: 
 Thank you for your support. The Agricultural Burning Practices and Research  Task Force 
 (Task Force) determines the fees for agricultural burning. The Task Force includes 
 representatives from the agricultural community. Additionally, the Task Force set-up a 
 subcommittee to make recommendations regarding the  appropriate fee levels under the new 
 per ton pile burning structure. The subcommittee included additional non-Task Force members 
 from the orchardist community.   
 
D. Health effects of burning 
  
 Comment # 8: 
  Will the money collected from the fees be placed in a special medical fund to  help pay for the 
 medical care of those people affected by breathing in harmful smoke? 
 
 Ecology Response: 
 The increased fees will cover more of the costs of the existing smoke management and permit 
 programs. Less dependence on state general fund sources will help ensure that Ecology can 
 continue to provide smoke management services 365 days a year. Smoke from agricultural 
 burning can harm the health of people who breathe in the smoke’s harmful particles and toxics. 
 If this smoke is carefully managed, the smoke will go “up and away” and impacts to the public 
 are limited.  
 
E. Opposed to increasing fees 
 
 Comment # 9: 
 We are taxed to the max! No more fees of any kind! 
 
 Ecology Response: 
 Ecology has not increased the fee cap for the past 15 years. Law requires the Agricultural 
 Burning Practices and Research Task Force (Task Force), to determine fee levels (RCW 
 70.94.6528 (5)). The Task Force includes industry representatives subject to these fees. The 
 Task Force decided to increase fees for 2011 to cover more of the costs of existing smoke 
 management and permit programs. Less dependence on state general fund sources will help 
 ensure that Ecology can continue to provide smoke management services 365 days a year.  
 
 Comment # 10: 
 Enforcing fines for illegal burning on the weekends would be a better way to fill the revenue 
 shortfall gap and pay for 365 days a year service. I’m opposed to the new fee setup.  
 
 Ecology Response: 
 Ecology does provide smoke management services on the weekend. This allows agricultural 
 burning on the weekends when conditions are favorable. Additionally, we do enforcement on 
 the weekends. However, penalty money does not support the agricultural burning program. 
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 Law specifies that all air quality penalties go to the air pollution control account (RCW 
 70.94.431). 
 
F. Biomass Incineration 
 
 Comment # 11: 
 Agricultural burning would seem to be the ideal situation for biomass incineration, or whatever 
 you might call it -- driving off the volatile gasses from waste material,  pulverizing the 
 resulting bio-char, and distributing it over the fields.  Unlike the large processes that the 
 Federal government is encouraging, a small operation covering a few acres would not be 
 harmful to the environment since it would not encourage growth for the sake of the burning 
 itself, and the energy that could be harvested from it.  The bio-char is helpful to the fields and, 
 unlike composting, the process does not produce methane.   
 
 Biomass incineration can take place with such small-scale equipment as an old oil barrel that 
 has been converted to allow separation of the woody mass and the gasses that are being burnt.   
 
 Ecology Response: 
 A portion of the agricultural burning fee goes to research into alternatives to agricultural 
 burning. Please see http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/aginfo/research.htm for more 
 information.   
 
 Ecology has a work group that is further exploring the possibility of using biomass incineration 
 in Washington. 
.  
G. Comments on General Applicability and Conditions, Chapter 173-430-020 WAC 
 
 Comment # 12: 
 Restate WAC 173-430-020 to clarify that the reference to “other outdoor burning” isn’t being 
 made to WAC 173-425-030 (15).  
 
 Ecology Response: 
 Ecology deleted the word “other” in the phrase “outdoor burning.” For more information, 
 please see the “Differences Between the Proposed Rule and Adopted Rule” section on page 4.  
 
 Comment # 13: 
 In WAC 173-430-020 clarify that silvicultural burning requirements aren’t in Chapter 173-425 
 WAC.   
 
 Ecology Response: 
 Ecology added a reference to chapter 332-24 WAC, Forest protection. This chapter contains 
 the silvicultural burning requirements.  For more information, please see the “Differences 
 Between the Proposed Rule and Adopted Rule” section on page 4. 
 
 Comment # 14: 
 Make the following changes to WAC 173-430-020 (5) (a): 
 

• Delete “overly vigorous or nonfruiting tree.” 
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• Add “from tree and “or nut.” 
• Replace “and” with “or” after tree canopy training and after disease. 
• Delete “and” after plant.  

  
 Ecology Response: 
 In this sentence, Ecology changed “facilitate” to “assist” to simplify language. Additional 
 changes to this section would fall outside the scope of this rule  making. During an earlier rule 
 making, the Task Force provided input to the specific language in this definition. We  consider 
 a nut tree as a fruit tree.   
 
 Comment # 15: 
 Make the following change to WAC 173-430-020 (5) (a):  
  
 Add “in possession of a farmer, or the area which the farmer has a present right of  
 position,” to clarify that it excludes situations such as organic debris in ditches   
 along fence lines where the ditches are not under the control of the farmer (e.g.,   
 city or county right-of-way.  
  
 Ecology Response: 
 In this section, Ecology only made changes to simplify language. Additional changes to this 
 section would fall outside the scope of this rule making.  
 
H. Comments on Definition of Terms, Chapter 173-430-030 WAC 
 
 Comment # 16: 
 Be consistent throughout the regulation with “Task Force” or “Task force” 
 
 Ecology Response: 
 The proposed rule language published in the Washington State Register uses “task force” 
 throughout the rule.  
  
 Comment # 17: 
 The issue seems to pertain to differentiating a “field” from a “pile” as it applies to agricultural 
 burning. Since pile burning is being defined, might the definition of field burning be omitted? 
 It seems the definition being proposed is partially redundant of the “agricultural operation” 
 definition. If it is necessary to define field burning, consider, “field burning: Agricultural 
 burning which excludes pile burning” 
 
 Ecology Response: 
 Ecology and the rule advisory committee considered the following options: 
 

• omitting a definition for field burning, 
• defining field burning as “all burning except pile burning.” 

        
      However, we decided to clearly differentiate between pile and field burning so Ecology can                  
      clearly identify which fee (per/acre or per/ton) applies to which permits.   
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Comment # 18: 
 For clarification, does [pile burning] include piles of the following stacked debris: orchard tear-
 out, raspberry canes, vineyards, and hay bales? Are there additional common examples? 
 
 Ecology Response: 
 Ecology classifies all of the examples above as piles with the exception of bale burning. Bale 
 burning is not stacked debris. Ecology will continue to regulate bale burns under a separate 
 permit and best management practice. You can find additional information about bale burning 
 at the following links:  
 

• Bale Burn Best Management Practice Guidance 
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/aginfo/research_pdf_files/BaleBurn09-
10.pdf 

• Bale Burn Permit Application 
 http://www.ecy.wa.gov/pubs/ecy07075.pdf   

  
 Comment # 19: 
 Make the following changes to the definition of spot burning (WAC 173-430-030 (14)): 
 

• Change “Spot Burn” to “Spot burning” 
• Replace “Agricultural burning of an unforeseen and unpredicted small area where 

burning is reasonably necessary and no practical alternative to burning exists.” 
with “Field burning a cumulative area not to exceed the acreage published in the 
fee schedule which is reasonably necessary as a result of unforeseen and 
unpredicted circumstances and where no practical alternative to burning exists. 
The cumulative area shall be applied on a per farmer per calendar year basis.  

• Delete the word small before weed patches.  
  
 Ecology Response: 
 Ecology and the rule advisory committee decided to use the definition for spot burn from the 
 spot burn best management practice. You can find the Spot Burn Best Management Practice 
 Guidance here:  
 http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/aginfo/research_pdf_files/SpotBurn09-10.pdf 
 
 Comment # 20: 
 Does Ecology want to elaborate on how the acreage for these [spot burns] are calculated?  
 
 Ecology Response: 
  The best management practice contains additional information regarding the implementation 
 of spot burn permits. You can find the Spot Burn Best Management Practice Guidance here: 
 http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/air/aginfo/research_pdf_files/SpotBurn09-10.pdf 
 
I. Comments on Agricultural Burning Requirements, Chapter 173-430-040 
 
 Comment # 21: 
 Make the following changes to WAC 173-430-040 (3) (c): 
 

• Replace “fill out the information requested on” with “complete.” 
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• Delete “pay the permitting fee” because this requirement is specified in 
WAC 173-430-040 (4). 

 
Ecology Response: 

 In this sentence, Ecology only made changes that simplified and clarified language. These 
 suggested changes would fall outside the scope of this rule making.  
 
J. Comments on Agricultural Burning Fees, Chapter 173-430-041 
 
 Comment # 22: 
 Remove the (a) after (6) in WAC 173-430-041 (4) (a) (ii) (A). 
  
 Ecology Response: 
 The proposed rule language published in the Washington State Register does not include this 
 typographical error.  
 
 Comment # 23: 
 Add “if requested in writing within 30 calendar days of the permit expiration date” to WAC 
 173-430-041 (7). 
  
 Ecology Response: 
 Each permitting authority may develop their own policy regarding timeframes for 
 requesting refunds. So, Ecology did not include a specific timeframe in the rule. However, the 
 permitting authority must transfer funds twice a year by January 15th and July 15th (WAC 173-
 430-080(7)(a)).  
 
 Comment # 24: 
 Replace “twenty five dollars” with “the minimum fee in WAC 173-430-041 (5)” in WAC 173-
 430-041 (7) (b).  
 
 Ecology Response: 
 The intent of WAC 173-430-041 (7) (b) is to prevent permitting authorities from having to 
 issue refunds for very small amounts such as $0.50 or $10. Ecology felt that $25 provides a 
 reasonable minimum refund.  
  
 Comment # 25: 
 Check the consistency of capitalization of “Ecology” throughout document.   
 
 Ecology Response: 
 The proposed rule language published in the Washington State Register only capitalizes 
 ecology at the beginning of a sentence.  
 
K. Comments on Responsibilities of a Permitting Authority, Chapter 173-430-080 WAC 
 
 Comment # 26: 
 Replace “are require to” with “may” in 173-430-080 (2) (a) 
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Ecology Response: 
 Ecology requires local permitting authorities to use a template so each agency collects the 
 same data. This helps Ecology prepare emissions inventories. However, the permitting 
 authority may modify the formatting and look of the template as long as they collect the 
 required data. 
   
 Comment # 27: 
 Add “of Ecology” after delegated permitting authorities in WAC 173-430-080 (7).  
  
 Ecology Response: 
 In this section, Ecology only made changes to simplify language. Additional changes to this 
 section would fall outside the scope of this rule making.  
 
 Comment # 28: 
 Add “Delegated permitting authorities of local air authorities must provide the local air 
 authority or Ecology with copies of all permits and supporting documentation and unless 
 approved otherwise by the local air authority, transfer the research portion of the fee to 
 Ecology and the smoke management administration portion of the fee to the local air authority” 
 as a provision to give the local air authorities flexibility.  
 
 Ecology Response:  
 In this section, Ecology only made changes to simplify language. Additional changes to this 
 section would fall outside the scope of this rule making. However, we will consider these 
 changes the next time they open this rule up for rule making. 
 
 Comment # 29: 
 It’s SRCAA’s understanding that local air authorities may elect to retain the research portion of 
 the fee.  
 
 Ecology Response: 
 The Task Force determines the fee level and the portion of the fee dedicated to research. Local 
 air authorities may keep the permitting authority administration and smoke management 
 portions of the fee. The local air authorities must send Ecology the research portion of the fee 
 twice a year by January 15th and July 15th (WAC 173-430-080(7)(a)).  
 
 Comment # 30: 
 SRCAA would like the flexibility in allowing the delegated permitting authorities to retain the 
 smoke management administration portion of the fee.  
 
 Ecology Response: 
 Local Clean Airs can work with their delegated permitting authorities to provide this flexibility 
 through delegation agreements.   
  
 Comment # 31: 
 Make the following changes to WAC 173-430-080 (7) (c): 
 

• Add “delegated” before “permitting authorities” and “of Ecology” after 
“permitting authorities.”  
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• Replace “local” with “permitting authority” before administration portion. 
• Add “of the fee” after “administration portion 
• Add “Delegated permitting authorities of local air authorities may deduct the 

permitting authority administration portion of the fee, and if approved by the 
local air authority, a portion of the smoke management portion of the fee. 
Local air authorities may retain all portions of the agricultural burning fee.” 

 
 Ecology Response: 
 In this section, Ecology only made changes to simplify language. Additional changes to this 
 section would fall outside the scope of this rule making.  
 
 Comment # 32: 
 Remove “or its delegate” in WAC 173-430-080 (9) because by definition “permitting 
 authority” includes reference to delegates of Ecology or local air authorities.  
  
 Ecology Response: 
 In this section, Ecology only made changes to simplify language. Additional changes to this 
 section would fall outside the scope of this rule making.  
 
 Comment # 33: 

Change “permitting authority” to “Ecology” in 173-430-080(1) 
 
Ecology Response: 
In this section, Ecology only made changes to simplify language. Additional changes to this 
section would fall outside the scope of this rule making. 

 
 
 
.
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                                      Appendix B: Transcripts from public hearings

 

                                                                                     

Ag Burn Rule transcript_Dayton.docx 1 July 12, 2010 

 
 

Hearing Officer 
So, my name is Anne Knapp and I’m the hearing officer for tonight’s hearing: the proposed 
amendments to Chapter 173-430 of the Washington Administrative Code. We have introduced 
staff and staff has already made a presentation. We do not have very many people here to 
speak tonight and so you will just be able, both of you, to speak for as long as you want to.  And 
we will let you speak first. In case you decide, you would like to say something. As Richelle said, 
if you have any written comments you want to submit, they should be submitted by September 
9th with the information to the address, email address she provided for you.  
 
Let the record show that it is about 7:40, August 26, 2010, and this hearing is being held at the 
Columbia County Rural Library District, 111 S 3rd St in Dayton, WA. 
 
Legal notices of this hearing were published in the Washington State Register on August 4th, 
2010 with this code WSR 10-15-071. Paid advertising was published in: 

 The Walla Walla Union-Daily Bulletin on July 26, 2010, 

 The Spokesman-Review on July 26, 2010, 

 The Wenatchee World on July 26, 2010, 

 The Yakima Herald Republic, July 26, 2010, and 

 The Daily Journal of Commerce on July 26, 2010. 
 
In addition, notices of the hearing were: 

 placed in the Walla Walla County Conservation District newsletter,  

 placed in the offices where burn per.. where burn permits are issued,  

 and sent via email to 627 interested people, 

 and a news release was issued on August 4th, 2010.  
 
So, please step up to the microphone and give us your name and address for the record. And 
you can have as long as you’d like to speak. You can stand or you can sit in the chair, whatever 
you feel comfortable with.  
 
Jay Penner  
421 Fields Gulch Grove 
Waitsburg, WA 

 
I want that to go in the record as that is in Columbia County not Walla Walla County. I am going to speak 
in favor.  

 
 I do support this burn fee increase and here are my reasons why: 
 

1. You can only burn on designated burn days determined by the department of ecology.  If 
there’s nobody there to make a burn call you won’t get to burn.  
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2. Department of ecology has a premier smoke management program to protect public health 
and it allows farmers to burn. This program is constantly being updated with the latest 
technology, when it has been proven to be better than the current technology used.  
 

3. The environmental clean air community is satisfied with the current program, as it does 
protect public health. 
 

4. Growers are pretty much satisfied with the program, as they are able to get their fields 
burnt in a timely manner. 
 

5. This smoke management program costs money. Some of the money comes from permit 
fees. The rest comes out of the General Fund of the State of Washington. With the state 
being broke, this program is in jeopardy of losing personnel and possibly two days a week of 
making burn calls. This program operates 365 days a year. Losing weekend burn calls is not 
an option. Less people, means taking longer to make a burn call, which means less hours in a 
day to burn. Less people mean they may push the envelope to make a burn call and could 
mean more marginal burn calls which will impact public health. 
 

6. The current burn team has worked together for a long time and they know the system, 
which works very well. It would be a shame to have to break this team up due to budget 
restrictions.  
 

7. Yes, the department of ecology has had wrecks once in a while, but so does everybody else. 
You look at the problem, fix it, move on and make things better. 

 
 These are some of the reasons why I support this burn fee increase. Thank you. 
 

Hearing Officer 
Thank you. Are you going to give us a copy for…Thank you very much.  
 
Would you like to say anything, sir? Ok. 
 
Um, then, for the closing remarks. All testimony received at this hearing as well as at the second hearing 
scheduled for September 2nd, 2010 in Wenatchee, along with all written comments received by 
September 9th, 2010 will be part of the official hearing record for this proposal.  
 
Ecology will send notice about the Concise Explanatory Statement publication to: 

 Everyone that provided written comments or oral testimony on this rule proposal, 

 Everyone that signed-in today for today’s hearing and provided an email address, 

 And other interested parties on the agency’s mailing list for this rule.  
 
So, I’m assuming that both of you will get copies of this. Ok. 
 
Uh, the CES will, among other things, contain the agencies response to questions or issues of concern 
that were raised during the public comment period.  
 
Our next step is adoption. Ecology Director Ted Sturdevant will look at the public comments, the CES, 
other rule documentation, and staff recommendations and will make a decision about adopting the 
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proposal. Adoption is currently for November 10, 2010. If the proposed rule should be adopted that 
date and filed with the code reviser, it will go into effect 31 days later.  
 
If we can be of further help, please do not hesitate to ask or contact Richelle if you have other 
questions. And I want to thank you on behalf of the Department of Ecology for coming.  
 
And let the record show this was adjourned at about 7:45.  
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Hearing Officer 
This is Clynda Case, hearing officer for this evening’s hearing: the proposed amendments to 
Chapter 173-430 for the Washington Administrative Code, Agricultural Burning.  
 
Let the record show that it is 6:30 on September 2nd, 2010. And no public has shown up to 
Wenatchee Public Library Downstairs Conference Room at 310 Douglas St. Wenatchee, WA. 
  
Legal notices of this hearing were published in Washington State Register, August 4th, 2010 
WSR 10-15-071. Legal notices of this hearing were published in the Washington State Register, 
August 4th, 2010, WSR 10-15-071. Paid advertising was published in: 

 The Walla Walla Union-Daily Bulletin on July 26, 2010, 

 The Spokesman-Review on July 26, 2010, 

 Wenatchee World on July 26, 2010, and. 
 
In addition, notices of the hearing were: 

 placed in the Walla Walla Conserv…Walla Walla County Conservation District 
newsletter,  

 via email sent to 627 interested persons, 

 and a news release was issued on August 4th, 2010.  
 
Since there is no public we are not having any testimony. We are now going to close the 
hearing and its 6:33.  
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